SOMATHEERAM WINS “BEST AYURVEDIC
FOOD” AWARD

Once in a year the Metro Mart Creative and Events stages the Metro Food Awards in cooperation with
Kerala Tourism, to recognize restaurants in and around Thiruvananthapuram for their performance in
providing delicious and healthy food, as well as first-class service. Metro Food Awards is the first event
of its kind in Kerala and wants to rise up to the challenge of setting a benchmark in recognizing the
performing restaurants.
Somatheeram Ayurvedic Health Resort has won the Metro Food Award for ‘Best Ayurvedic Food’ and our chef
as well as our Deputy General Manager accepted the praise with pleasure. It fills us with joy that our passion
and dedication to Ayurvedic food is appreciated by our most important judges – our guests.
Before announcing the winners, the Awards Committee, explained that the best restaurants, which offer a great
dining experience, have been chosen by the food experts par excellence – the diners themselves. The qualified
jury consisting of industry leaders and experts, undertook a multi-stage process of pre-scoring to shortlist the
participants, monitor public voting and mystery shopping, before deciding on the winners among the nominees.
The award has different categories from which all are rated according to the following criteria:
food licensing and clearances, faultless hygienic standards, quality of ingredients, taste and of course the overall dining experience.
Among plenty of other Ayurvedic restaurants in Trivandrum, Somatheeram Ayurvedic Health Resort has made
its way to the top and once again proven that experience and passion for the things you do are an unbeatable
combination in gastronomy and the hotel industry.
We are very proud of our kitchen and restaurant crew, who are now motivated to raise the bar for next year’s
awards.

TEN TIMES AWARDED AS
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